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From all appearance* the working man in England is indeed 

burdened with many gdgvanes and they have a good deal more 
troubles to contend with than wc have in Canada as a resume of 
the platform of the newly elected Labour Party will show.

One of the big ideas of the Labour Party is the Capital Levy 
which they consider is the logical solution to reducing England** 
huge war debt and only effects those poeple who should and can 
well afford to share the burden. The Capital Levy will be a spe
cial tax to reduce the war debt and will be imposed once only. It 
is on private fortunes of over twenty-five thousand dollars and 
does not touch industry in any way Neither is the levy at the 
same rate on all fortunes but a graduated scale would be used.
On the first twenty-five thousand dollars of an individual’s fortune 
there would be no tax but if a man had over twenty-five thousand 
dollars and up to thirty-thousand dollars, he would pay five per 
cent only on the amount over the ewenty-five thousand. The 
scale gradually increases until we find that on fortunes^pf
million dollars, the amount of the levy would be sixty per cent, {not been true the Communists and
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etrugles for decent condition» of life 
is plain. As s result or an attack 
on wages, unexampled in its fury, the 
workers of this country have lost, at 
least a thousand million pounds a fi 
year. They were told that reduced 
wages would result in production » 
costs being cut. .and that work would not only foreign labor, hut even Ger- 
then he found for the unemployed. ;
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On the scale proposed the levy should yield oa a conservative 
11mate, three million pounds, sufficient, that is to say, to wipe out 
nearly half the debt, apart from owing to the United States Gove- ! 
eminent (allowing for the fact the greater part of the dobt 
stands below par on the stock exchange ). and to reduce the annual 
debt charges by about one hundred and fifty million pounds. The 
seriousness of the situation is apparent when it is considered that 
theproportion of the national expenditure that is devoted to the 
payment of interest on the War Debt has risen from ten per cent 
in 1916 to 42 per cent in 1923 and the interest paid now amounts 
to nearly one million pounds per day. While the Capital 
Levy plan has met with the strongest opposition, the Labour Party 
contend that the need as urgent if England is to get tàgck to a sound 
basis of industrial activity and when you require money you have 
to go where the money is. They also state that the Capital Levy is 
the only practical plan yet suggested for stopping the 
leak of money from the revenue of the country. •»

Old age pensions, re-establishment of fair wage boards, the 
unemployment question, taxation of land values, improved pos
ition of the fsrvnerand better treatment for the returned soldier 
are among the other serious problems that are to be taken up 
by the Labor Department.
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